substantial amounts remain. Analyses of the materials making up the dial were undertaken by the Department of Conservation, Documentation and Science of the British Museum. The red material shows the spectral signature of hematite, a naturally occurring iron oxide. Thus the red most likely came from an ochre pigment. 4 That reddening of the incised lines was a common practice is shown by several Greek stone sundials, 5 and by a number of Roman stone dials from Pompeii. 6 One word is incised in Greek on the undercut front surface of the dial: IΣHMEPIA, "equinox" (Figure 3 ). The reader may get a better sense of the fact that the inscription lies on a face that is undercut by comparing Figures 1 and 2 . IΣHME is certain. Of P, the only traces are the vertical line and a short stroke running down from its top towards the bottom right. The expected further diagonal stroke linking the far end of the previous stroke to the middle of the vertical may have been drawn but was never carved. The remaining two letters are far from clear, perhaps as a result of damage to this part of the inscription. But there is little room for doubt that the inscription is, indeed, IΣHMEPIA.
As is well known, on most extant conical dials the undercut front face was designed to be parallel to the equator. That is, the angle between the undercut front face and the horizon was supposed to be equal to the co-latitude of the place for which the dial was designed. This seems to be the case here as well. Measurement shows that the angle between the horizontal and the undercut front face is 57º, corresponding to a latitude of 90 -57 = 33º, which agrees well with the latitude of Tanis (31º). The signifi cance of the inscription therefore seems to be as follows. Since, when the dial is properly oriented, the undercut front face lies in the plane of the celestial equator, the sun will never shine on this face during the spring or summer. The undercut face fi rst becomes illuminated on the day of autumnal equinox. During fall and winter, by contrast, the sun shines on the undercut face all day long. The face ceases to be illuminated on the day of spring equinox. Thus it is clear that IΣHMEPIA ("equinox") labelled the undercut face itself and called attention to the fact that the illumination of this face served as an equinox indicator.
Although most conical dials have a similar construction (with the undercut front face in the plane of the equator), this is the only one known to us on which the undercut face is labelled "equinox". 7 Thus BM EA 68475 provides an important insight into the function of the undercut face as an equinox indicator, a feature that scholars have not suffi ciently appreciated heretofore. In its general form, our miniature ivory sundial mimics larger stone sundials. For example, there is a plinth or footing that comes forward from the undercut front face, a common feature of larger stone dials of this type. 8 On the stone prototypes, such a footing is important for maintaining balance (though many dials also have mounting holes for fi xing them to a base). But on our miniature dial, the footing is small, almost vestigial, and served no real function, for, as we shall see, the dial was not set on the ground but rather nailed up to a post. The fact that EA 68475 was crafted as a miniature version of a conical stone dial suggests that the undercut front faces of the larger stone dials also were intended to serve as equinox indicators. The use of the covering and uncovering by shadows to indicate the time of equinox is also attested for a specialized astronomical instrument, the equatorial ring, discussed by Ptolemy in Almagest III, 1.
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A length of iron nail remains embedded in a piece of ivory that carries a small portion of the dial engraving. This is the 'fl oating' piece of Figure 1 , which is shown from above in Figure 4 . This nail was not the gnomon, which has been lost. The function of the nail was almost certainly to fi x the sundial into a proper south-facing orientation, perhaps against a window frame or a post. A hole was probably drilled through the ivory before the nail was inserted, because attempting to hammer the nail through the dial would have risked shattering the ivory. Lead, traces of which remain, was poured into the hole, probably in the form of soft solder, and presumably so as to tighten the fi t. 10 Incised markings, possibly consisting of letters, were cut into the horizontal upper surface of the dial, but too little of the inscription remains for decipherment. The surviving portions of the signs are on the 'fl oating' fragment of ivory attached to the nail. See Figure 4 .
In the case of south-facing, conical Greek sundials, the gnomon was almost always inserted into a socket located on an imaginary continuation of the noon line above the winter solstice curve. The theory of these dials requires the tip of the gnomon to be located on the axis of the cone. 11 On the dials with preserved gnomons or gnomon sockets, the socket is always located at the height above the winter solstice curve that would permit the gnomon to be horizontal. 12 Thus, the gnomon of BM EA 68475 was located in the broken away place at the top centre of Figure 1 , immediately above the meridian line, which is the sundial's line of symmetry. Figure 5 is a tracing of the engraved conical surface. The quality of the conical surface is quite good, as shown by the fact that the tracing paper could be laid in smoothly. As can be seen, more is preserved on the left or morning side of the dial than on the right. The noon line, oriented roughly vertically in the sketch, would have been the sixth hour line counting either from the left or from the right on the intact dial.
It is possible to estimate reasonably well where all seven day curves crossed the noon line. These crossings are shown to scale in Figure 6 . The meanings of the point labels and the positions of the points are given in Table 1 . The positions are measured along the noon line, using the equinoctial noon point e as origin. The measurements are accurate to perhaps a third of a millimetre, but we retain tenths, in order to avoid round-off error in the subsequent calculations. Rather than relying on a mathematical analysis based only on distances ew and se, we perform a simple graphical analysis that allows us to use all seven points and all six intervals. First, we make a fan-shaped transparent overlay, with one line representing the equinoctial ray, and other lines drawn at angles with respect to this ray of ±23.9º, ±20.5º, and ±11.7º (see Figure 7) . These are the declinations of the Sun at the beginnings of the zodiac signs, assuming Ptolemy's value of ε = 23.856º for the obliquity of the ecliptic, which was not far from the value given by Eratosthenes and adopted by Hipparchus. 13 The dial is so small that no perceptible difference would result from using any other reasonable value for the obliquity, including the round value of 24º.
By trial and error we shift the overlay with respect to the noon line until all seven rays can be made to pass as nearly as possible through the seven points marked on the noon line, as shown in Figure 8 . The fi t is reasonably good for nearly all points, showing that the noon shadows were constructed with good accuracy on this sundial. Only in the case of point 6 (beginning of Gemini) did the dialler place the mark a little less than a millimetre too high. The tip g of the gnomon must have been located as shown in the fi gure. The axis of the universe can then be drawn through g at right angles to the equinoctial ray. On ancient conical dials, the axis of the cone invariably coincides with the axis of the universe. But the half-angle ω of the cone is a free choice which the dialler may pick for convenience. The axis of the cone intersects the noon line (which is a generator of the cone) at the vertex v of the cone. The halfangle of the cone may be measured on Figure 8 and is found to be 34º. Gibbs 14 gives a formula for computing ω from ew and se:
where ε is the obliquity of the ecliptic. Using the values se = 10.8 and ew = 5.8 mm, we get ω = 34.2º, showing good agreement. But, of course, it makes no sense in this case to work more fi nely than the nearest whole degree.
By direct measurement on the sundial, the oblique angle between the noon line and the horizon is ψ = 123º, as shown in Figure 6 . Due to the unevenness of the conical surface, there is an uncertainty in ψ of a degree or somewhat more. Moreover, because the bottom of the sundial is uneven, it is not certain that when it is placed on a table it rests in the correct horizontal orientation. If the level uncertainty is included, The noon line and its crossings by the seven day curves (drawn to scale). The oblique angle between the noon line and the horizon is ψ = 123º.
FIG. 6.
Noon rays, for the dates of the Sun's entry into the zodiac signs. The central ray is for the equinox. The extreme rays, located ±23.9º from the equinoctial ray, are for summer and winter solstice.
FIG. 7.
Analysis of the sundial. By trial and error, the tip g of the gnomon is placed so that the seven rays pass as nearly as possible through the seven points on the noon line. the measurement of ψ could easily be off by several degrees. If, as justifi ed above, we assume that the gnomon was horizontal, its base must have been at b in Figure  8 . By measurement on Figure 8 , b is located 9.5 mm, measured along the sloping dial face, above the winter solstitial curve. And thus the distance eb of the gnomon hole above the equinoctial circle was about 15.3 mm. The exposed length bg of the gnomon was 14.3 mm.
Also by measurement on Figure 8 , the radius of the equinoctial circle is r e = ge = 14.2 mm. Here it is possible to make several checks of the consistency of the sundial. In Figure  9 , angle gwe = 90 + ω -ε. Then, applying the law of sines to triangle gew, 15 with use of 34º for ω and 10.8 mm for ew (as in Table 1 ). Similarly, angle gse = 90 -ω -ε, and applying the law of sines to triangle ges gives We can also estimate r e by using L e , the length (in millimetres) of an hour measured along the equinoctial circle. Five complete equinoctial hours are preserved ( Figure 5 ). The average of all fi ve lengths is L e = 3.82 mm (see Table 2 ). A semicircle consisting of 12 such equinoctial hours would have the arc length 12 L e = π r e , where r e is the radius of the equinoctial circle. Thus r e = 12 L e / π = 14.6 mm. All four ways of determining r e lead to rather similar values, which confi rms that the conical surface was well made and that points s, e, and w were accurately placed along the noon line. Note that the various estimates of r e depend upon such linear measurements as se, ew, L e and the single angular parameter ω (itself determined by fi tting Figure 7 to the marks on the noon line). None of these involves any assumptions about the latitude.
As we have seen, the undercut front face shows that the dialler intended a latitude in the range 31-33º (for Tanis). A second, independent measure of the latitude may be taken from Figure 8 , for the latitude φ should be equal to the angle between the axis and the horizon. Using ψ = 123º and ω = 34º, we obtain φ = 180º -ψ -ω = 23º, which seems to indicate that the dial was not properly cut for the latitude of Tanis. Rather, the axis of the conical surface was cut in at an angle too close to the horizon by 8 or 10º. This discrepancy considerably exceeds the several-degree uncertainty in ψ. 16 It is also possible to obtain an estimate of the latitude either by using L w and L e , or by using L s and L e . These are lengths (in millimetres) of the winter hour, the equinoctial hour, and the summer hour, as measured along their respective day circles. See Table 2 , which presents average lengths of all the extant hours, as well as the lengths of L w , L e , and L s for the fourth hour. The relevant formulas are given by Gibbs's equations 2.5 and 2.6. 17 But, in practice, analyses based on these two formulas are seldom useful or reliable. However, if we add Gibbs's two equations and apply a trigonometric identity we obtain We offer this formula as potentially useful for analysis, as it incorporates all fi ve measured quantities se, ew, L s , L e , and L w , and thus provides a systematic way of including more than the minimum possible information. (On the other hand, it is really nothing more than the result of averaging Gibbs's two equations.) On EA 68475, only for the fourth hour are all three hour lengths preserved. This should give more reliable relationships among the three hours than we would get using the averages of all the preserved values, because of the non-uniform preservation of the dial face from top to bottom. With the values of L s , L e , and L w from the fourth hour, the values for se and ew in Table 1 , and ε = 23.9º, we obtain φ = 34º. The fact that three different methods of determining the latitude give three somewhat different results shows that our miniature sundial was imperfectly executed. However, it remains an interesting and signifi cant addition to the corpus for the light it throws on the purpose of the undercut front face of the common conical sundials.
As stated at the beginning of this article, our sundial is also notable for the archaeological context in which it was found. The dial is mentioned by Petrie in Part I of his 
Tanis, where it features in the discussion of a house found just inside the west wall of the temple's main enclosure:
An important house, that belongs to the end of the Ptolemaic times, was cleared a short way north of the pylon; and much pottery was obtained from a neighbouring house of the same age, but that remains to be brought over. In this house, marked M on the Plan [which follows Petrie's plate 16], everything had been burnt. The whole of the fi nds brought over are in the British Museum, but two large fi gures of Bes in terra-cotta and pieces of an ivory sun-dial will come with the rest of the pottery. 18 There can be no doubt that the "pieces of an ivory sun-dial" are our EA 68475, even though the 1885 entry in the British Museum register book does not refer to Petrie's comment. The identifi cation is rendered certain by Petrie's statement that everything in the house was burned, as is clearly the case with our sundial. 19 Petrie goes on to list a host of further objects that he recovered from the house. The fi nds associated with our dial lend it a rich context and are therefore discussed in some detail below. This must, however, be preceded by a comment on how the fi ndspot and associated fi nds have been characterized, because pertaining documentation is rather confused. In his listing and earlier on, Petrie refers to the house and its contents as House, or Find, 15. 20 In confl ict with this, the BM register book attributes the sundial, the Bes fi gures and an iron door-hinge to an otherwise undocumented "House 66". 21 For the remaining objects, the register specifi es no fi ndspot within Tanis at all, except for an iron nail, which it does assign to "House 15". 22 Christine Favard-Meeks has recently published an edited version of Petrie's object list. 23 Having herself consulted the register book in the British Museum, she assumes that the "House 66" tag is reliable and presents the objects so labelled as a separate group. Only for the other objects in Petrie's listing does she preserve his attribution to "Find 15". Favard-Meeks suggests that the "House 66" objects "proviennent d'une trouvaille près de la Maison M (lot 15)". This is in actual fact uncertain. Petrie himself states clearly that all the objects under consideration were found in the ruins of the burned house, not partly some distance away from it, let alone in a different house. It should be noted that the BM register speaks specifi cally of a "House" 66, a fact obscured by Favard-Meeks's rendition of this as "Find" 66 and as "une trouvaille"; hers are designations that could denote any kind of locus. If we accepted that our dial came from a separate "House 66", then the object's charred condition would mean that the fi re was not confi ned to the interior of House 15 but also struck surrounding dwellings -despite the fact that Petrie speaks of only one burned house at this part of the site. The distinction between House/Find 15 and House 66 remains so elusive that the question arises whether it was a temporary one, eventually rejected as fi ctitious. Conceivably a "House/Find 66" existed in Petrie's original classifi cation, after which he subsumed this locus with "House/Find 15", based on a greater understanding of the excavated remains. Petrie's ultimate, published account speaks of but one "important" house, due to the artifacts it yielded. 24 This makes it diffi cult to believe that objects so important as the Bes fi gures and sundial originated from a different house, unworthy of this label. Indeed Petrie says nothing to support their separation from Find 15. It seems safest not to depart from the excavator's own fi nal report, whereby the objects he lists came from a single dwelling only. It is most unusual for an ancient Greek sundial to preserve associations with other possessions of a house's residents. 25 Most striking among these are the aforementioned pair of terracotta statues that represent the god Bes, a nude, ferocious-looking dwarf in a feathered crown and leopard skin. 26 The role of this popular deity was to guard over childbirth and sexuality, so his powers were widely invoked in domestic contexts. The god was also readily adopted by the Greeks, and later Romans, living in Egypt. Our standing fi gures on pedestals possess a height of almost half a metre. They must have been especially impressive in their original state, when they were covered in painted plaster, of which very little remains today.
A protective function was likewise ascribed to a cippus amulet that Petrie also found. It is a small plaque of blue faience, pierced twice for suspension, and represents the god Harpocrates (Horus-the-child) standing atop two crocodiles while clasping snakes and scorpions. 27 Cippi, in the form of stelae or smaller amuletic versions, served to ward off, or cure from, the harm that could be infl icted by dangerous animals. They were chiefl y produced between the Saite and Roman Periods, but this is one of the very few examples with a clear archaeological provenance.
Among the objects from our house is also a small bronze statuette of Osiris, a mere 4 cm in length. 28 It is somewhat unexpected that this fi gure of the resurrection god should derive from a house, albeit located inside a temple enclosure. For some seven centuries, numerous metal fi gures of Egyptian gods had typically been deposited and hung up at shrines as votive objects. 29 The tiny fi gure under discussion has a vertically placed suspension loop at the back of the neck, but the present context suggests that it might have been given a different role; perhaps it was worn as an amulet. Petrie found also amulets of blue glass in the house, one being phallic and the other representing the udjat-eye of Horus. 30 An additional udjat-amulet was of green glass, with mosaic inlays of squares and stripes. 31 Also further bits of glass were excavated from House 15. This includes two more fragments of mosaic glass, both with depictions of was-sceptres: one of these is from a fi nished plaque, 32 the other from a 'cane' (which had yet to be sliced into plaques). 33 The production of mosaic glass met its peak in the last century B.C. Such plaques were used to adorn small furniture, but were likely also employed in jewellery. Our examples could have come from Alexandria, but they may well have been locally made. 34 The same may obtain for a fragment of "gold glass", which was a particularly rare fi nd. It consists of two sheets of colourless glass, fused together with stylized gold foil depictions of vine leaves in between. Petrie assumed that the fragment comes from a bowl, but it has since been suggested that it belonged to the border of an ornamental plaque. 35 Of interest is also a broken bead of blue and yellow glass which represents the head of a beardless man, and this was once crowned with a suspension loop, from which it appears to have belonged to a necklace. 36 One should not confuse this piece, as Petrie did, with a type of beads produced in Phoenicia back in the sixth and fi fth centuries B.C. As stated by Cooney, our type is probably of Egyptian origin, and he notes that examples from Meroë have been dated by Reisner from the late fi rst century B.C. to the fi rst century A.D. 37 Petrie makes also reference to the discovery in the house of "three pieces of inlaid glass dumps", but his terminology is puzzling and permits no identifi cation of these in the BM collection.
Some rather more prosaic fi nds include the earlier-cited iron door-hinge 38 and an iron lock plate, 39 both with their rivets still attached, as well as nails of the same material. 40 All may well have belonged to the door through which the house was entered. In bronze there were, according to Petrie, a "small bucket-handle" and some manner of "ornament", 41 but these have defi ed identifi cation among the British Museum holdings. A bronze human hand once formed part of a pair of tongs, 42 and there were a number of Ptolemaic coins. 43 Also recovered were a bronze earring and part of a gold one, both of familiar Greek designs. 44 It is unclear what purpose was served by seven bone pegs 45 or by a small bone disk with central hole. 46 It may further be noted that Petrie mentions no pottery as part of Find 15, while the BM register does. The latter has again been followed by Favard-Meeks, but the jars in question, all sizeable and well preserved, may rather be the pottery that Petrie "obtained from a neighbouring house". 47 The same may be true of a coarse pottery tube, perhaps once linked to a kiln. 48 Mention should fi nally be made of two clay seals which, according to Petrie, would have come "from burnt papyri", though of the latter he makes otherwise no mention. 49 On stylistic grounds, a portrait head on one of these seals has been attributed to King Ptolemy XV (third quarter of the fi rst century B.C.). 50 Among Petrie's fi nds was also a scarab amulet in purely Egyptian style, its base engraved with a hes-vase and the fi gure of a baboon. 51 These hieroglyphs were meant to invoke favour (hesut) from Thoth, a god to whom the baboon was sacred. In no way do they identify its former owner as a "priest of Thoth", as misconstrued by Petrie. Indeed there was no cult of Thoth at Tanis; the temple of this town was dedicated to Amun. Also, functionary titles were not carved on scarabs when this specimen was made. Its design is more generic, with parallels from various parts of Egypt. In fact, this scarab is of greater antiquity than all the other items that Petrie attributes to the house; it appears to date back as far as the Third Intermediate Period. This means that this fi nd was either intrusive, or that the occupant of our house had actually found and reused it for himself -a practice for which there seems to be evidence elsewhere. 52 Petrie's dating of the house to the end of the Ptolemaic dynasty was based on the late style of the artifacts, counterbalanced by the fact that this and the neighbouring house have yielded Ptolemaic coins but no Roman ones. Leaving the scarab aside, all the listed objects can well be from the fi rst century B.C. and not, in any case, of a much later date. The sundial can thus be dated accordingly. The associated objects reveal the owner as a literate person of some wealth and refi nement, who moved comfortably in the bicultural world of partially Hellenized Lower Egypt. His house, its south side equipped with the dial, stood inside the walled precincts of one of Egypt's greatest temples. Very few ancient Greek sundials can be situated in time and place with such precision. The question remains whether the owner was Greek or Egyptian. Most of the object types discussed above, including the religious ones, served both communities of Ptolemaic Egypt. That being said, the cippus and, perhaps, the hieroglyphic scarab do tend to favour the idea that House 15 was of an Egyptian. Living where he did, chances are that such a well-to-do Egyptian was attached as an administrator or priest to the nearby temple -even if we reject Petrie's reading of the signs on the scarab. Especially for someone employed as a priest, the sundial would have been a useful instrument. To the priests of Egypt, time-keeping had always been a major concern. A succession of sacred festivals was tied in with the annual cycle, and the daily ritual was performed at set times. Star observations, shadow clocks and clepsydras all came to play their part in temple life. Our dial would have been a convenient supplement to these, but was apparently used solely at the house where it was found. Nailed in position, it may have kept the owner abreast of time in between his duties at the temple, averting tardiness whenever he had to return to them. In Egypt, several types of time-keeping devices had been used since at least the early Eighteenth Dynasty, from around 1500 B.C. This was long before the invention of geometrical gnomonics and they effectively told different kinds of time. 53 Our Ptolemaic sundial, based as it is on Greek geometrical gnomonics, is further proof of the adaptability of the Egyptian élite at times of cultural cross-fertilization. Last but not least, the dial's exceptional material and delicate size made it an item of display, marking its owner as someone of means and sophistication. Such was the case, that is, until a fi re claimed up his possessions -if not his life. What caused the blaze may never be known.
